
 
 

2018 PUMPKIN SPLASH AND COACHES INVITE MEETS  
@ ROCK HILL AQUATIC CENTER 

325 Rawlinson Rd. Rock Hill, SC 29732     (803) 817-7665 

Saturday, October 27th, 2018:   Events: See website 
Sunday, October 28th, 2018:   Events: See website 

 

Warm-Up: Sat: 13&over: 7:45 AM  12&under: 11:30 AM    Sun: Everyone: 8:30 AM 
 

Meet Starts: Sat: 13&over: 9:15 AM  12&under: 1 PM    Sun: 10:00 AM 

 
 

Things to know: 
1. All swimmers must be on deck at the start of their warm-up period for dynamic warm-up.  

2. All relays will be announced at the session. We could potentially have 3 relays per age group, per gender, 

depending on the number of athletes signed up for that session. 
3. All sessions will be short course yards. 

4. Team Uniform: Saturday: Red For The Team shirt, Sunday: White Rays Champion shirt.  Please wear Rays 
gear while at the meet. SHIRTS WILL BE PASSED OUT 10/26 AT PRACTICE. If your swimmer is not there, they 

will receive their shirts at the meet.  

5. Team suits and Rays swim caps are required the entire meet. Please see your lead coach if your swimmer needs 
a cap and email swimshoprays@gmail.com if you need a team suit.  

 
Goals: 

1. Focus on race strategy as designated by your coach – pacing, breathing patterns, etc. All swimmers should go 
see their coach prior to and after each race!  

2. COMPETE and RACE in every event!!   

3. This is our first official competition of the year so swimmers will be starting to fill out their IMX events as well as 
begin working on race strategies with their coaches.  

4. Cool down immediately following your races for the time specified by your coach. 
5. Lead by Example: We should be the best TEAM on deck at all times! 

6. Stay hydrated and bring healthy snacks to the meet. You should have a water bottle in your hands at all times! 

7.  While at a meet, UPYMCA RAYS should look like a team, act like a team, demand respect, 

and make its presence known in a positive way. Never do anything to embarrass yourself 
or the team.    
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